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protuberances 45'. The appearance of the unstretched 
fabric 10' is shown in FIG. 6, while FIGS. 7 and 8 show 
the stretched fabric. 
. Another variation of the fabric is shown in FIGS. 9-12. 
In these figures, fabric 10' comprises tuck Stitches in 
wales W1’’’, W3', W5' extending over courses C1' 
through C8'''. The tuck stitch wales are separated, with 
in each group, by plain stitches in Wales W2'' and W4', 
and the groups are separated by wales W6° through 
WI{}'''. In the next sequence, tuck Stitches are formed in 
wales W7'' and W9'' and extended ower courses C9'' 
through C16'. These tuck stitches are separated, within 
each group, by plain stitches in wale W8', and between 
groups by plain stitches in wales W10'' and W1’’ through 
W6'”. 
As shown in FIG. 10, this produces a fabric 10'' in 

which, in one group of Wales, long prtuberances 35' 
alternate with laterally adjacent pairs of short protuber 
ances 40''. In the interwening groups of wales, long pro 
tuberances 35° alternate with Single short protuberances 
4{}'', these protuberances being staggered relative to those 
in the first group of wales. 

While specific embodiments of the invention have been 
shown and described in detail to illustrate the application 
of the invention principles, it will be understood that the 
invention may be embodied otherwise without departing 
from such principles. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An elastic kmit fabric for use in hosiery comprising 

laterally spaced groups of at least two multi-course neigh 
boring tuck stitches, the tuck stitches within each group 
being Separated laterally by at least one wale of plain 
Stitches, and the groups being Separated laterally by a 
number of plain stitch wales greater than the number of 
plain stitch wales within each group; followed, in stag 
gered relation, by multi-course tuck stitches in the wales 
formed of plain stitches Separating such groups; and an 
elastic yarn interlaced in the bordering courses between 
the Staggered multi-course groups of tuck stitches; the 
fabric being characterized by raised protuberances of dif 
fering lengths in staggered relation. 
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2. An elastic knit fabric, for use in hosiery, comprising 

bands of several contiguous inelastic courses Separated by 
at least one interlaced elastic course, alternate of said 
bands of inelastic courses containing groups of Single 
wale tucks involving sequentially the courses between the 
interlaced elastic courses, the tuck wales having plain 
Wales therebetween; and intervening bands of inelastic 
courses containing groups of single wale tucks involving 
Sequentially the courses between the interlaced elastic 
courses, the tuck wales in the intervening bands being in 
Substantial Staggered relationship to the tuck wales in the 
alternate bands of courses; whereby staggered protuber 
ances of different forms are made. 

3. An inelastic knit fabric as claimed in clain 2, 
wherein the elastic is interlaced into the last of the con 
tiguous courses containing the tucks. 

4. An elastic knit fabric as claimed in claim 2, wherein 
certain of the single wale tucks are separated by a single 
plain wale, thus to form a group of tucks; there being 
plural plain wales between the groups of tucks. 

5. An elastic knit fabric as claimed in claim 2, having 
groups of tucks in alternate bands of contiguous inelastic 
courses in staggered relation to group of tucks in in 
terwening bands of contiguous inelastic courses. 

6. An elastic kmit fabric as claimed in claim 2, wherein 
the groups of tucks in alternate bands of the contiguous 
inelastic courses contain a number of single wale tucks 
differing from the number thereof in the staggered groups 
in the intervening bands of contiguous elastic courses. 
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